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tHe goAL of our  
ContACt fit system is 
tHAt you CAn bAreLy 
feeL tHe pACk on your 
bACk. tHere is ALmost 
no movement And it 
sits in A neutrAL  
position on your bACk.

AirstreAm
The Airstream System provides 
excellent ventilation and fixation 
during all activities that involve 
quick motions – such as climbing.

ergonomiC bACk
The combination of the ergono-
mic hip fin, the chest clip and the 
straps together with the ISB board 
make our contact fit backpacks 
the ultimative solution when it 
comes to fit.

ski fixAtion
Depending on the model there 
are one or two options to carry 
your skis: Diagonal through the 
loop on the bottom and a high 

quality aluminum buckle on the 
opposite side on the top

parallel with one ski on each side.

iCe Axe fixAtion
Ice axes are incredibly sharp 
and harmful when touching 

equipment or even worse – the 
mountaineer. This is why our 

backpacks provide two slots for 
the pike of the ice axes in which 

they disappear. The fixation loops 
can also be used to carry poles or 

other equipment.

front fixAtion
Flexible cords at the front of the 

backpack allow you to easily store 
your excess equipment, or the 

things you need on a regular basis 
of your project.

rope fixAtion
Some backpacks come with an 
extra cord that can be fixed to 

the lid in order to carry the rope. 
A feature that everyone that 

ever carried a rope in his life will 
appreciate.
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TECHvISUAL CONTACT FIT

CONTACT RüCKEN vON  
PURE BACKPACK AUF  
RüCKEN MONTIEREN. 

MIT HüFTFLOSSE!
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vALuAbLes  
CompArtment
The chance of losing your wallet, 
keys and cellphone is reduced if 
you place them in the same spot 
every single time. We provide 
an extra compartment for your 
valuables.

AvALAnCHe sAfety 
CompArtment
When your friend is buried 
under tons of snow every second 
counts, your avalanche safety 
equipment must be at hand 
within moments. A separate com-
partment makes sure nothing gets 
lost or is forgotten.

removAbLe fin
Weight counts. In these cases our 
athletes prefer to be able to get 
rid of literally everything that is 
not absolutely necessary. Since 
we listen to our athletes carefully 
we made almost every feature, 
including the hip fin, detachable.

snAp LoCk buCkLe
This clever trick makes that anno-
ying buckle that sits on your sto-
mach disappear: The Snap Lock 
avoids pressure points and makes 
it much more comfortable to use 
and wear. A swift, ergonomic 
pull to the front easily tightens 
the waist harness, no matter how 
heavy the load in the backpack.


